Police reports
for crime and traffic incidents

CITEC Confirm is the trusted provider
of Police report searches for Queensland
and Victoria.
Our online connection to Queensland Police databases
combined with transaction receipts and acccurate
reporting enables faster insurance claim processing.

The depth of our online Police search
solutions ensures you receive accurate
information that can assist with:
Debt recovery

Litigation

Insurance claim
processing

Personal injury
matters.

More than 10,000
Government and commercial
clients rely on us in the daily
operation of their business.

How can we help you?
We can provide access to property crime and traffic
incident reports from the Queensland Police Service
(QPS) and property crime reports from Victoria Police.
There are no registration or application fees for this
service, allowing you to obtain information quickly
and cost effectively.
We also offer the ability to order follow up crime
and traffic reports at a reduced fee.

Access to these restricted searches
can typically be provided to:
Insurance companies

Legal firms

Mercantile agents

Solicitors

Individuals with
a bona fide interest

Loss assessors.

Please contact our Customer Service Centre
on 1800 773 773 or email confirm@citec.com.au
for more information.
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Victorian crime incident reports

Queensland property crime reports

We are also the trusted provider of Victorian
crime incident reports.

We are also the trusted provider of Queensland
property crime reports, sourced directly from
the Queensland Police Service (QPS).

These reports contain extensive information on
details relating to a crime, including: incident, victims,
offender, property, summary, modus operandi, stolen
motor vehicle, recovered motor vehicle, and person
to be notified.
Access to Victorian crime incident reports can be made
available to insurance companies, loss assessors
and solictiors.

Queensland traffic incident reports
We are the trusted provider of Queensland traffic
incident reports, sourced directly from the Queensland
Police Service.
These reports contain (where possible) detailed
information pertaining to a traffic indicent, including
the occurrence, witnesses, incident scene and event,
crash description, unit details, towed vehicles,
damaged property, victims and versions.
Our online document ordering system can also provide
additional documents associated with an incident,
such as the initial Police Report (PT51), which may
include a diagram/sketch drawn by an attending
officer.
Access to Queensland traffic incident reports
and additional documents can be made available
to insurance companies, legal firms, loss assessors
and mercantile agents.

These reports contain detailed information on crimes
against property, including: complainant(s), modus
operandi, property items and summary.
We provide access to register and remove a subrogation
interest or right online, free of charge.
Registering a subrogation interest creates a record
in QPRIME, QPS’s information management system,
linking an insurance company to a crime incident
property item. Notifications are then electronically
sent by the QPS if the item of property is recovered
or if the crime is solved.
Registering a subrogation right will create a record
in QPRIME indicating that an insurance company
has claimed legal ownership of a property item.
Notifications can provide (where a subrogation interest
has been added) immediate online advice of any new
information concerning recovery of property or the
solving of a crime.
Access to Queensland property crime reports
can be made available to insurance companies
and loss assessors.

Contact us any time for more information
about these services on 1800 773 773
or at confirm@citec.com.au

These services are available
to approved applicants only;
please contact 1800 773 773
for more information.
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